Alpine Watershed Group

Protecting the Headwaters of the California Alps
________________________________________
December 30, 2020
Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board
2501 Lake Tahoe Blvd
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150
Attn: Liz van Diepen
Re:

Hope Valley Restoration and Aquatic Habitat Enhancement Project
General 401 Water Quality Certification WDID# 6A022004007
Annual Monitoring Report

Dear Ms. van Diepen,
I am submitting documentation for the Hope Valley Restoration and Aquatic Habitat
Enhancement Project monitoring requirements as noted in the General 401 Water Quality
Certification WDID# 6A022004007. Documentation includes the following data: water quality,
California Rapid Assessment Method, implementation monitoring, photo points, and percent
vegetation coverage.
The Hope Valley Restoration and Aquatic Habitat Enhancement Project was completed in
October 2020 through implementation of bank stabilization restoration activities at two project
locations in Hope Valley on California Department of Fish and Wildlife land.
Project Site 1 restoration techniques mimic an abandoned oxbow feature. A bench was created
behind the failing bank and filled with live sod blocks, willow stakes, and live willow shrubs.
The design plans for a more stable and capable streambank behind the current failing bank. The
river will continue eroding the failing bank, and in the meantime the willows and sod in the
newly created floodplain bench will have time to establish and serve as good habitat for birds
and amphibians in the interim and eventually be vital fish habitat when the erosion pushes back
that far.
At Project Site 2, updates were needed to divert stream energy from scouring behind the 2015
American Rivers project, a log crib structure. A basic approach of installing slash at the ends of
this reach will add the stability needed. Minor excavation of the stream bank occurred to smooth
out the bend and accommodate the introduction of new vegetative material.
If you require any further information, or have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact
me at awg.mo.loden@gmail.com or (530) 694-2327.
Sincerely,

N. Monique Loden
N. Monique Loden
Watershed Program Manager
P.O. Box 296, Markleeville, CA 96120
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Introduction
Alpine Watershed Group with project engineers, Waterways Consulting, Inc., and construction firm,
Hanford Applied Restoration and Conservation, completed bank stabilization activities at two reaches
aimed at repairing approximately 450 feet of river bank in Hope Valley. The purpose of the Hope Valley
Restoration and Aquatic Habitat Enhancement Project is to help reduce erosion and sedimentation in the
West Fork Carson River at the two project locations. The long-term goals of this project are to improve
water quality and aquatic habitat and create a more connected and functional channel and floodplain.
In the mid-1800s, Hope Valley served as a stop-off point along the Mormon Emigrant Trail (Dustman,
2017). During that period, this Washoe homeland transformed into a settlement where pioneers initiated
heavy grazing that caused lasting impacts to the meadow and stream channel. Recovery of Hope Valley
hydrological functions may require many projects over many years, and therefore this project is
considered a small piece in the bigger puzzle of reconnecting the West Fork Carson River with its
adjacent floodplain.
Hope Valley Restoration and Aquatic Habitat Enhancement Project construction began on September
28, 2020. Heavy equipment construction was completed on October 8, and light handwork and watering
tasks extended through the month of October.
Lead Agency is Alpine Watershed Group (AWG).
Partners of the project included landowner California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW),
American Rivers, Friends of Hope Valley, United States Forest Service (USFS), Washoe Tribe of
Nevada and California, and Carson Water Subconservancy District.
Project Funding for construction was provided by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation and
the CDFW Office of Spill Prevention and Response as part of the settlement of a State Water Board
enforcement action through the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board. Funding for
planning and design was provided as part of the settlement of a State Water Board enforcement action
through the Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control.
Project Goal is to help reduce erosion and sedimentation in the West Fork Carson River in Hope Valley
at the two project locations. The long-term goals of this project are to improve water quality and aquatic
habitat and create a more connected and functional channel and floodplain. This project contributes to
reestablishing a functional floodplain and meadow system to allow the river corridor to accommodate
variable flows in the future. In addition, due to the potential for earlier spring runoff because of climate
change, it will be important for these meadowlands to serve as natural storage areas.
Location of the project area is in Alpine County near the town of Woodfords outside of Markleeville.
The West Fork Carson River meanders from its headwaters at Lost Lakes down through Hope Valley
and then into the Carson Valley. The project area consists of two meanders in lower Hope Valley—
Project Site 1 is the first meander approximately 300 feet downstream of the Highway 88 bridge, and
Project Site 2 is approximately 0.5 miles farther downstream at the log crib/2015 American Rivers
restoration site. Both project areas are located on CDFW land adjacent to Highway 88 in Hope Valley.
See Figure 1.
Project Description of restoration techniques at Site 1 mimic an abandoned oxbow feature. A
floodplain bench was created behind the failing bank and filled with live sod blocks, willow stakes, and
live willow shrubs. The design plans for a more stable and capable streambank behind the current failing
bank. The river will continue eroding the failing bank, and in the meantime the willows and sod in the
newly created floodplain bench will have time to establish and serve as good habitat for birds and
amphibians in the interim and eventually be vital fish habitat when the erosion pushes back that far.
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At Project Site 2, updates were needed to divert stream energy from scouring behind the 2015 American
Rivers project, a log crib structure. A basic approach of installing slash at the ends of Site 2’s reach will
add the stability needed. Minor excavation of the downstream bank occurred to smooth out the bend and
accommodate the introduction of new vegetative material. Sod was salvaged from the meadow toe
during excavation and placed near the waterline below the slash to further assist with bank stabilization.
Vertically placed anchor logs were installed with heavy equipment as far as down as possible and slash
was woven and secured with sisal rope in between the anchor logs. Willow stakes were placed at
approximately 5-feet on center and also at strategically targeted locations throughout Site 2.
The project was executed according to the 100% design plans with one in-field adjustment. As part of
the pre-construction kickoff meeting on September 28, a discussion of current in-field conditions was
had by project engineers, CDFW staff, AWG staff, related permitting staff, attending partners, and the
construction contractor. After close inspection, it was decided that the upstream end of the reach was not
experiencing as much deterioration as the downstream end and, therefore, 90% of the upstream work
was added on to the downstream end.

Figure 1: Overview Map
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Monitoring
Pre-project monitoring began before project construction to capture pre-existing conditions.
Water Quality data is collected by AWG
volunteers at eight locations four times a
year as part of the routine River
Monitoring program. Data from a 10-year
period starting in 2004, the year of AWG’s
River Monitoring program inception, to
2014 at sites closest to the project area
were chosen to establish baseline
conditions. Site #6 West Fork-Picketts
Junction (WF-PKT) is located
approximately one mile downstream, and
Site #9 Red Lake Creek-Blue Lakes Road
(RLC-BLR) is located approximately three
miles upstream from the project locations.
See Figure 2 to view the AWG river
monitoring locations.
Water quality data collections include the
following parameters: dissolved oxygen,
pH, water temperature, specific
conductance, and turbidity. These water
quality measures of streams give very
Figure 2: Map of Alpine Watershed Group’s river monitoring locations specific information on the health of water
systems and their ability to support wildlife and vegetation. No increase in the water quality
parameters is expected until the failing bank erodes back to the well-established floodplain
bench, which may take years or may not happen at all. Nevertheless, the project would still be
considered a success by providing bird and frog habitat within the floodplain bench area. See
Table 1 and Figures 3 and 4 to review summaries of 2019 and 2020 water quality data.
Site

6# WF-PKT

9# RLC-BLRD

Parameter
Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L)
pH
Water Temperature (°C)
Turbidity (NTU)
Specific Conductance (μS/cm)
Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L)
pH
Water Temperature (°C)
Turbidity (NTU)
Specific Conductance (μS/cm)

2004-2014
Average
8.74
7.26
6.92
1.28
74.73*
8.28
7.77
6.97
0.90
94.58*

2019
Average
10.50
8.27
6.68
1.39
64.40
8.88
8.10
9.80
2.07
67.56

2020
Average
8.75
7.72
11.73
0.95
73.53
9.75
8.69
9.13
1.72
85.93

Table: 1
*Before 2019, AWG used handheld Oakton brand total dissolved solids (TDS) meters in the monitoring program. While these meters are
labeled TDS, they actually measure conductivity and use a conversion factor internally to estimate the TDS of the sample. In 2019, AWG
started using more advanced YSI Pro2030 meters to measure specific conductance. Because AWG doesn’t have a record of the conversion
factor set for the Oakton brand TDS meters, results before 2019 are not considered reliable. It is likely the conversion was set to 0.64 which
is considered the standard estimate, but until AWG is able to verify the conversion factor used prior to 2019, previous measurements and
current measurements may not be comparable (Fillmore, 2020).
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Figure 4

Implementation Monitoring, as described in the Monitoring Plan (Appendix A), required
hourly turbidity monitoring both upstream and downstream of Site 2 during streambank
excavation activities. If turbidity results showed downstream increases in turbidity over 10
percent above upstream values, work was to cease until corrective actions to reduce runoff were
in effect. Site 2 excavation was completed in less than one hour. Table 2 depicts Site 2’s
turbidity log below.
Date

9.30.2020

Time
9:15
9:30
10:45
11:00
14:15
14:25

Site
Upstream
Downstream
Upstream
Downstream
Upstream
Downstream

Result 1
0.62
0.59
0.41
0.37
0.35
0.54

Result 2
0.59
0.55
0.47
0.43
0.35
0.32

Result 3
0.54
0.51
0.55
0.45
0.48
0.39

Median
0.59
0.55
0.47
0.43
0.35
0.39

10%
0.65
0.52
0.39

Table 2
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Photo Monitoring was employed to capture qualitative observations and assist in the evaluation
of any project geomorphology or function changes. Project sites are expected to evolve
somewhat following construction regrading. The project employed two standard types of photo
monitoring:
FEATURE PHOTO POINT METHOD documents visual changes occurring at a fixed point
through time. This method is used to document change resulting from a restoration activity,
where photos are taken before, during, and immediately after construction. These photos are also
scheduled be replicated in June and November through 2024 to demonstrate the long-term
effectiveness of the project. For each photo point, a GPS location was recorded with detailed
directions to relocate the point and take photos. See Figure 5 of project feature photo point
locations.
The majority of the feature photo points were established on June 26, 2019. Access route photo
points were set up the day of construction on September 28, 2020, when AWG staff, project
engineer, construction project manager, access route landowners (CDFW and USFS), and related
access route permitting staff were able to meet onsite and determine access routes collectively.

Figure 5: Project Feature Photo Points
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Feature photo points were repeated on November 18, 2019; June 17, 2020 (before construction);
October 3, 2020 (during construction); and October 12, 2020 (after construction). Due to the first
significant winter storm occurring on November 6, 2020, AWG staff were not able to conduct
photo monitoring in November 2020 as outlined in the Monitoring Plan (Appendix A) because
landscape features were no longer visible under approximately a foot of snow. The afterconstruction photos taken on October 12, 2020, were taken close to the anticipated November
date, and because no major weather or events caused substantial changes between the two time
periods, the October 12 photos can be used as a substitute for comparing changes between years.
OPPORTUNISTIC PHOTOS are not taken from a permanently-marked location and are not
intended to be formally repeated. They provide valuable information when taken during
construction activities.
See Appendix B to view select feature photo points displaying project changes from before
construction to afterwards. Contact Alpine Watershed Group’s Watershed Program Manager at
(530) 694-2327 to request a comprehensive collection of the photo monitoring data.
Site 1 Percent Coverage Monitoring is conducted in June of each year and will help the project
team track vegetation reestablishment. Site 1 goal of percent cover is greater than 50% by year 2
(2022), greater than 75% by year 3 (2023), and to meet pre-project percent coverage by year 4
(2024), which is approximately 90% coverage. If benchmarks are not met, revegetation plans
will be assessed.

Figure 6: Site 1 Percent Vegetation Cover Transects
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Percent coverage monitoring was established at Site 1 on June 17, 2019, at 23 transects and
repeated the following year on June 21, 2020. See Figure 6 and Table 3. Vegetation coverage
was estimated within one square yard at 11 monitoring points evenly spaced along 15-meter-long
transects. In 2019, some transects were marked with a medium-size nail in the meadow at the
meadow edge farthest from the riverbank to assist with relocation of marked transects.
Unfortunately, either the nails were found and removed by a Hope Valley visitor, which is highly
likely due to the ease of access and popularity at the site, or the combined use of AWG’s Garmin
GPS 64st and PYLE-SPORT PMD38 metal detector were not adequate enough to locate most
markers. June 2020 data collections were based solely on GPS coordinates to relocate transects,
as will future years.
Percent Cover

Transect
2019
2020
1
74.7
72.7
2
65.2
50.8
3
66.0
68.2
4
69.2
38.5
5
83.9
83.2
6
85.4
71.8
7
96.9
88.8
8
100.0
95.0
9
100.0
NA
10
99.9
99.3
11
99.9
98.6
12
96.3
99.1
13
98.4
97.7
14
98.5 100.0
15
96.3
99.6
16
97.6
95.4
17
85.5
75.6
18
97.5
90.6
19
95.0
98.5
20
99.1 100.0
21
99.8 100.0
22
100.0
99.5
23
100.0 100.0
TOTAL 91.5% 86.8%

Subject matters not considered when percent coverage goals
were set is the increased surface area in the newly created
floodplain bench and difference in plant species. The U-shaped
floodplain bench constructed at Site 1 formed approximately
30% more surface area than the mostly flat meadow ground that
existed before the project. The salvaged sod was strategically
placed back in the bench to offer the most coverage available.
Additionally, the pre-project meadow surface was primarily
covered by grasses, but it now has been filled vigorously with
willow shrubs and stakes which may affect how grasses take root
in this area. It is also noteworthy that the 90% coverage goal was
set after collecting just one year of transect data (2019); 2019
was a particularly wet winter with snowmelt into Hope Valley
continuing well into July.
The Monitoring Plan (Appendix A) called for at least ten
transects to be selected for Site 1 vegetation monitoring. In
attempts to be thorough, to not miss any major area of the unbuilt
bench, and to provide as much data as possible, more transects
than necessary were monitored in June 2019 and June 2020. The
project team may choose to scale the vegetation monitoring
down to no less than ten transects in following years. Vegetation
monitoring yearly goals in conjunction with photo monitoring
will help the project team asses if further revegetation work
needs to be done.

Table 3
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Access Route Percent Coverage Monitoring was conducted on September 28, 2020, before use
took place on either Site 1 or Site 2’s paths. See Figure 7 and Table 4. As mentioned before,
access route determination was a collective decision with pertinent team members on the first
day of construction, and therefore its vegetation monitoring was not feasible in June 2020 as
planned in Appendix A. Access route percent coverage was conducted at one monitoring
location within the access route and one adjacent to the access route at evenly spaced transects
along each route. Access routes were selected to cause the least amount of impact by using paths
in dry and minimally-vegetated areas.

Site 2

Site 1

Access
Route Transect
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

2020 Percent Cover
In
Access
Adjacent
Route
to Route
5
75
10
15
15
20
5
5
5
0
2
5
5
7
7
7
20
20
85
85
15.9%
23.9%
10
15
15
20
20
20
0
5
2
5
7
7
5
10
10
15
7
15
10
15
15
15
9.2%
12.9%

Figure 7: Site 1 and Site 2 Access Routes’ Percent Vegetation Cover Transects

Concerns about Site 2’s access route use was
brought up during the project’s September 28 preconstruction kickoff meeting. During this meeting,
the access route was observed as rutted and sparsely
vegetated in the tire tracks—far more than expected
since its last permitted use for the American Rivers
Table 4
2015 log crib project. It is assumed the route has
been experiencing unauthorized vehicle use and,
consequently, the route conditions were considered impacted before AWG’s project
implementation began. See Appendix C to view a Google Earth analysis showing how the access
route was displaying signs of self-healing after the 2015 log crib project up until August 2019.
At Site 2 access route, transects 1-5 are on USFS land and transects 6-11 are on CDFW land.
AWG’s project team, with USFS and CDFW landowners, agreed to restore Site 2’s access route
to pre-project conditions as found on September 28, 2020. The agreed-upon approach to restore
Site 2's route was to use a water truck to emulate a rain event and then provide selective handraking that protected the sparse vegetation already established in the wheel wells while further
camouflaging the path. This technique dissolved the tire tracks caused by AWG’s project, but it
did not remove the rutting that existed prior to project commencement. AWG staff will continue
conversations with the USFS Rangeland Biologist who manages the grazing lease in Hope
Valley to try to identify responsible parties and then stop the detrimental use of the route.
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Achieving pre-project conditions or better at Site 2 may be unattainable if the access route
continues to receive the amount and type of use that has transpired since summer of 2019.
Access route seeding was planned to occur within the first few hours of the first winter’s storm,
while moisture could help facilitate seed success but before snow created a solid layer on the
meadow surface. Unfortunately for this plan, the first storm on November 6, 2020, was too
windy throughout its duration to apply seed, and it resulted in approximately a foot of snow.
Seed at both access routes will be applied as soon as snow melts and the site conditions
allow in the spring.
Site 2 Percent Success Monitoring will begin in June 2021. Willow stakes installed during this
project’s implementation will be tagged and recorded as dead, alive, or unknown. The 2021
Annual Monitoring Report will document percent success of willow stakes at Site 2.
California Rapid Assessment Method (CRAM) is a tool for standardized and cost-effective
assessment of wetland conditions. CRAM generates numerical scores based on field evaluations
for multiple attributes of physical and biotic condition (https://www.cramwetlands.org).
Consultant Karri Smith, with AWG AmeriCorps Member Marina Vance’s assistance, completed
Project Site 1’s pre-project CRAM on July 28, 2018, which tallied an 83/100 index score. The
project aims to increase the score by the end of the monitoring period in 2024. See Appendix D
to view CRAM datasheets.

References
California Rapid Assessment Method. San Francisco Estuary Institute. Date of access: December
29, 2020 https://www.cramwetlands.org/
Dustman, K. Hope Valley History. Clairitage Press, October 2, 2017.
https://www.clairitage.com/2017/10/02/hope-valley-history/
Fillmore, H. (2020). Upper Carson River Watershed 2019 Water Quality Objectives Report.
Alpine Watershed Group.
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Hope Valley Restoration and Aquatic Habitat Enhancement Project
Monitoring Plan (MP)
Reviewed and Approved by Technical Advisory Committee 5.4.2018
Reviewed and Approved by Jeff Brooks, Technical Contact at the
Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board 7.24.2018
Updated to reflect selected project design plans 3.17.2020
Updated to reflect SWB 401 permitting feedback 5.14.2020

Lead Agency: Alpine Watershed Group
Partners: American Rivers, Friends of Hope Valley, and the California Department of Fish and Wildlife
(the landowner)
Location: Located in Alpine County near the town of Woodfords outside of Markleeville. The West Fork
Carson River meanders from its headwaters at Lost Lakes down through Hope Valley and further into
the Carson Valley. The project area consists of two meanders in lower Hope Valley— Project Site 1 is the
first meander approximately 300 feet downstream of the Highway 88 bridge and Project Site 2 is
approximately 0.5 miles further downstream at the log crib/2015 American Rivers restoration site. Both
project areas are located on California Department of Fish and Wildlife land adjacent to Highway 88 in
Hope Valley. See map below.

Function of Impacted Waters
The West Fork Carson River is a 303(d) listed water body in the California Integrated Report, and the
pollutant categories this project aims to address are sediment, nutrients, and salinity. The project will
help reduce erosion and sedimentation and provide shading in the West Fork Carson River at the two
project sites.
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Project Purpose and Goals
The project will enhance approximately 450 feet of stream banks located on California Department of
Fish and Wildlife land, resulting in enhanced riparian vegetation and wildlife habitat, improved aquatic
habitat, reduced erosion and sedimentation, and improved geomorphic and hydrologic function. This
project is a part of the larger goal of reestablishing a functional floodplain and meadow system to allow
the river corridor to accommodate variable flows in the future. In addition, due to the potential for
earlier spring runoff, it will be important for these meadowlands to serve as natural storage areas.
Meadow restoration projects have been demonstrated to increase water storage capacity. Reconnecting
the meadow with its floodplain also reduces erosion and sediment delivery. In accordance with
California Water Action Plan priorities and the Sierra Nevada Conservancy’s Watershed Improvement
Program, this current project addresses the river and meadow between the 2015 (downstream) and
2016 (upstream) American Rivers’ projects, increasing ecological benefit by creating larger areas of
connection of stream to meadow floodplains.
At Project Site 1, restoration techniques will mimic an abandoned oxbow feature by creating a trench
behind the failing bank and filling it with live sod blocks, willow stakes, and live willow shrub transplants.
It will be low impact and low risk. The trench construction will avoid disturbance of mature vegetation
and produce approximately 500 cubic yards of soil to be hauled off site. The trench dimensions will be
approximately 2.5 feet deep by 14 feet wide and will maintain a minimum 3-4 foot setback from top of
river bank. Meadow sod blocks will be salvaged prior to excavation and reinstalled over the side slopes
and bottom of the excavated floodplain bench during the revegetation phase. A temporary irrigation
system will be installed to minimize plant stress and erosion by means of slow water delivery with low
impact nozzles. The source of water will be from the West Fork Carson River. Temporary sprinklers will
remain at Site 1 until November 15 or the first significant winter storm. The river will continue eroding
the failing bank, and in the interim the willows and sod in the trench will have time to establish and
serve as good habitat for birds and amphibians, and eventually will provide vital fish habitat when the
erosion pushes back that far. The goal of this site’s design is to avoid massive bank failure, but erosion is
a feature in the project plans.
At Project Site 2, the restoration work's primary focus is to update the previous American Rivers 2015
project by installing slash to the ends of the reach to provide additional stability, diverting stream energy
from scouring behind the current log crib structure. The 4-inch diameter slash will consist of conifer and
willow cuttings, sourced locally, and will be weaved in between vertically placed 8-inch x 10-foot slash
anchor logs to create brush mattresses. The brush mattresses will last approximately 5-6 years and will
allow vertically placed willow stakes, installed down to or near groundwater, to establish. The slash
anchor logs will be embedded 7 feet into the ground using an auger to drill 8-inch holes for placement.
The ends of the reach will require slight regrading in order to maintain future stable bank conditions and
to create easier work conditions to properly place the slash anchor logs. Approximately 9 cubic yards of
soil will be excavated during the bank regrading and dispersed in the adjacent upland areas flagged by
the engineer. Soil disbursement will not exceed a depth of 6 inches in the meadow. Spoils will be hand
raked to further disperse material. The reach in between the ends will have live stakes installed at 5 feet
on center average spacing.
Baseline Conditions
Monitoring will begin before any restoration or development changes are made in order to capture preexisting or baseline conditions. Pre-project photos will be taken to establish a record of baseline
conditions. Water quality monitoring data, as reported on CEDEN, denotes three distinct water
monitoring locations: West Fork Carson River near Picketts Junction, Red Lake Creek near the West Fork
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Carson River confluence (approximately four river miles upstream of Project Site 1), and at Highway 89
(Hope Valley). Two different organizations monitor water quality—Alpine Watershed Group and the
Lahontan Reginal Water Quality Control Board. Since 2004, AWG has been monitoring five water quality
parameters in Hope Valley at two sites. See map of overview of Hope Valley monitoring sites below. Also
provided below is a table describing the sites historically monitored for chemical parameters in the
project area.
Site ID

Responsible Party

RLC-BLRD

AWG

WF-PKT

AWG

633WCR002

SWAMP

Parameters Monitored
Oxygen, Dissolved, Total
pH
Temperature
Turbidity, Total
Total Dissolved Solids, Total
Oxygen, Dissolved, Total
pH
Temperature
Turbidity, Total
Total Dissolved Solids, Total
Oxygen, Dissolved, Total
pH
Temperature
Turbidity, Total
Total Dissolved Solids, Total

Frequency Monitored

4x/year since 2004

4x/year since 2004

≈4x/year 2003 - 2013
≈4x/year 2003 - 2015

Average
Result
8.04
7.57
7.63
0.88
91.55
8.59
7.30
7.55
1.07
75.65
10.82
7.77
7.84
1.81
48.84

Unit
mg/L
pH
C°
NTU
mg/L
mg/L
pH
C°
NTU
mg/L
mg/L
pH
C°
NTU
mg/L
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Monitoring Systems
Two types of monitoring will be conducted including implementation monitoring and performance
monitoring. Implementation monitoring will be used to document the proper implementation of the
project and mitigation measures. Performance monitoring will be used to measure the project’s
effectiveness.
Implementation Monitoring
Implementation monitoring will be conducted to assess whether the activities—restoration of bank
stabilization and re-vegetation of banks—were carried out as planned. This will consist of observations
and documentation of the treatment sites during restoration activities. The project engineer and
watershed program manager will ensure that appropriate areas are restored according to planned
techniques. Turbidity monitoring will occur hourly during Site 2’s excavation construction at the above
and below project site locations seen below.
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Performance Monitoring
Project effectiveness monitoring will be conducted to assess the success of the project implementation
activities in meeting performance standards and complying with best management practices.
Performance Standards
Goal 1: Reduce erosion and sedimentation at the two project sites and improve water quality
1.1 Conduct regular photo monitoring to document changes at project area
1.2 Conduct water quality monitoring above and below project sites
1.3 Conduct erosion surveys to assess rate of erosion at project Site 1
1.4 Conduct turbidity monitoring above and below Project Site 2 during excavation construction
Goal 2: Provide shading in the West Fork Carson River watershed at the two project sites and/or at
meanders with close proximity to the project sites
2.1 Identify areas that have little to no vegetation growth
2.2 Begin multiple years of plantings with techniques such as jute matting and seeding with native grass
blend, and planting willows as stakes and potentially more mature plants
Performance standard

Monitoring method

Goal 1: Reduce erosion and sedimentation at the
two project sites

Photo monitoring, water quality monitoring, erosion
surveys, CRAM assessment pre- and four years post
project

Goal 2: Provide shading in the West Fork Carson
River watershed

Photo monitoring, vegetation percent coverage
monitoring at Site 1, percent successful surveys for
willow stakes at Site 2

Monitoring Methods
To best monitor the success of this project, we will use the following monitoring methods: water quality
monitoring, photo monitoring, vegetation monitoring, erosion surveys, and California Rapid Assessment
Method (CRAM). See table below for monitoring details.
Water Quality Monitoring will be conducted above and below the project area. The parameters
monitored are considered vital signs of stream health. These parameters include: water/air
temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH, specific conductance, and turbidity. These water quality measures
and physical attributes of streams give very specific information on the health of waters systems and
their ability to support wildlife and vegetation. We do not expect an increase in the water quality
parameters until the failing bank erodes back to the well-established trench.
Photo Monitoring will employ qualitative observation and evaluation of any changes in geomorphology
or function. Project sites are expected to evolve somewhat following regrading. The project will employ
two standard types of photo monitoring:
FEATURE PHOTO POINT METHOD documents visual changes occurring at a fixed point through time. This
method is used to document change resulting from a restoration activity, where photos are taken
before, during, and immediately after construction. The photos are periodically replicated thereafter to
demonstrate the long-term effectiveness of the restoration. For each photo point, a marker will be
placed in the field, record the GPS location, record detailed direction for locating the point and taking
the photo, and develop a map of photo points. These photo points will be repeated annually in June and
November for at least three years after construction is complete.
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OPPORTUNISTIC PHOTOS are not taken from a permanently marked location and are not intended to be
formally repeated. They provide valuable information when taken during construction activities, when
used to document damages to a site that may require follow-up actions (such as high water events, fire,
etc.), or as part of a vegetation/soil monitoring protocol to visually document a sample point.
Vegetation Monitoring
Percent coverage monitoring will be conducted in June of each year to best capture peak site phenology
of both perennial and annual species at Site 1. Goal of percent cover is greater than 50% by year 2,
greater than 75% by year 3, and finally to meet pre-project percent coverage by year 4, which is
approximately 90% coverage. If benchmarks are not met, revegetation plans will be assessed.
Percent coverage monitoring will be conducted by selecting at least ten permanent transects across the
trench and estimating vegetation cover within 1 square yard at 11 monitoring points evenly spaced
along the transects. Some transects will be marked with a medium size nail in the meadow at the
meadow edge farthest from the riverbank. Using a metal detector, data collections can be planned for
the same area year after year. All transects will have recorded GPS coordinates of both the meadow
edge and the stream edge.

Percent successful surveys will be conducted at Site 2 to monitor willow stake survival rates. During the
monitoring period, other observations such as site stability and signs of excessive erosion will be
conducted annually to gauge whether or not revegetation plans should be considered.
Erosion Surveys will allow us to monitor erosion rates. Using three of the same vegetation transects at
top, mid, and end of reach, we will measure the distance from the nail in meadow to river bank in
October after high flows have dissipated. This parameter only informs the monitoring team and will not
need a trigger level set.
California Rapid Assessment Method (CRAM) For wetlands and riparian areas, CRAM is a tool for
standardized and cost-effective assessment of wetland condition. CRAM generates numerical scores
based on field evaluations for multiple attributes of physical and biotic condition. Scores are relative to
the best achievable condition based on statewide surveys. It can also be used to assess ambient baseline
conditions at any spatial scale, from statewide to local watersheds. As a standard method for assessing
projects, CRAM can be used to evaluate how ambient conditions are affected by projects. Project Site
1’s 2018 Index Score was 83/100. The project aims to increase the score by the end of the monitoring
period in 2024.
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Monitoring
Parameter
Water Quality

Monitoring Parameters
pH, dissolved oxygen,
specific conductance,
air/water temp, and
turbidity

Sampling
Frequency

# Sites

4 times/
year

2

Sampling Dates
March
June
August
September
Every day during Site 2’s
excavation construction

Sedimentation

Turbidity

Hourly

2

Photo
Monitoring

Visual Observations

Twice/year

20

Vegetation

Percent Coverage

Once/year

Vegetation

Percent Successful

Once/year

Erosion
Surveys

Bank Erosion Rate

Once/year

3

October

CRAM

Assessment of wetland
condition

One preand four
years post
project

1

June 2017 & June 2024

Project
Site 1
Project
Site 2

June/November
June
June

Monitoring Timeline
Monitoring will take place from 2019 to 2024 as outlined in the above table.
Reporting
The data collected from the monitoring of Hope Valley will be reported to the CEDEN (online database
for water quality parameters within California). Alpine Watershed Group will submit a monitoring
program report to the State Water Board annually in December every year.
Adaptive Management Strategies
Photo points may be added or abandoned to better capture restoration progress or effectiveness, but
photo points will never be moved. Additional water quality parameters or sampling events may be
added, based on available funds, to better capture restoration progress or effectiveness.
Special Environmental Considerations (Permits)
Alpine Watershed Group obtained a River Monitoring Letter of Authorization from California
Department of Fish & Wildlife to conduct sampling on Hope Valley Wildlife Area property.
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Appendix B: Hope Valley Photo Monitoring (HVPM)
Site 1
HVPM 6.1: Looking at upstream end of Site 1 from across river on river right*

June 17, 2020 (Pre-construction)
October 3, 2020 (During Construction)
HVPM 7.0: Looking at upstream end of Site 1 from across river on river right*

June 17, 2020 (Pre-construction)

October 3, 2020 (During Construction)

October 12, 2020 (After Construction)

October 12, 2020 (After Construction)
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*River right and river left are determined when looking downstream

HVPM 10.1: Looking downstream at Site 1 on river left*

June 17, 2020 (Pre-construction)
HVPM 13.2: Looking upstream at Site 1 on river left*

June 17, 2020 (Pre-construction)

October 3, 2020 (During Construction)

October 12, 2020 (After Construction)

October 3, 2020 (During Construction)

October 12, 2020 (After Construction)
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*River right and river left are determined when looking downstream

Site 1 Access Route
HVPM 30.0: At entrance of Site 1 access route near Highway 88 pull off

September 28, 2020 (Pre-construction)
October 12, 2020 (After Construction)
HVPM 31.1: At entrance of Site 1 access route looking back at Highway 88 pull off

September 28, 2020 (Pre-construction)

October 12, 2020 (After Construction)
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*River right and river left are determined when looking downstream

HVPM 34.0: Mid-route via Site 1 access route

September 28, 2020 (Pre-construction)
October 12, 2020 (After Construction)
HVPM 37.0: Site 1 access route near end at project site in wetland area

September 28, 2020 (Pre-construction)

October 12, 2020 (After Construction)
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*River right and river left are determined when looking downstream

HVPM 37.1: Site 1 access route near end at project site in wetland area looking back at upland area

September 28, 2020 (Pre-construction)

October 12, 2020 (After Construction)
Site 2

HVPM 14.0: Looking downstream at Site 2 on river left*

June 17, 2020 (Pre-construction)

October 3, 2020 (During Construction)

October 12, 2020 (After Construction)
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*River right and river left are determined when looking downstream

HVPM 15.1: Looking downstream at Site 2 on river left*

June 17, 2020 (Pre-construction)

October 3, 2020 (During Construction)

October 12, 2020 (After Construction)

October 3, 2020 (During Construction)

October 12, 2020 (After Construction)

HVPM 16.0: Looking upstream at Site 2 on river left*

June 17, 2020 (Pre-construction)
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*River right and river left are determined when looking downstream

HVPM 17.0: Looking upstream at Site 2 on river right*

Log Crib Pre-2015 Construction

July 2018 (Pre-construction)

October 3, 2020 (During Construction)

October 12, 2020 (After Construction)
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*River right and river left are determined when looking downstream

Site 2 Access Route
HVPM 18.1: At entrance of Site 2 access route near USFS dispersed camping area

September 28, 2020 (Pre-construction)
October 12, 2020 (After Construction)
HVPM 19.0: Near entrance of Site 2 access route near USFS dispersed camping area

September 28, 2020 (Pre-construction)
HVPM 24.0: Mid-route via Site 2 access route

October 12, 2020 (After Construction)
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*River right and river left are determined when looking downstream

September 28, 2020 (Pre-construction)
HVPM 28.0: Site 2 access route near end at project site

September 28, 2020 (Pre-construction)

October 12, 2020 (After Construction)

October 12, 2020 (After Construction)
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*River right and river left are determined when looking downstream

Appendix C:
Site 2 Google Earth
Access Route Analysis

4.16.2015

6.22.2016

8.11.2017

6.7.2018

8.11.2019
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Appendix D: California Rapid Assessment Method Datasheets
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